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Imagine a cross between Enya and Evanescence. Lush vocals, haunting melodies, and provocative lyrics

that dance on the edge of the sensual and the sacred. 12 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, ROCK:

Modern Rock Details: Incredible news!!! "Rescue Me", track 4, was just announced as an "Official

Grammy Entry for 2005". How cool is that??? The category is "Best Instrumental Arrangement

Accompanying a Vocalist". Other cool stuff: "Into the Night" and "One More Dance" are featured in the

awesome new indie film, "Missed Cues" directed by Lisa Seelinger which premiered on October 16.

Check it out! missedcues.com Lisa found us on CD Baby!! Three songs written by James Briggs,

including a BRAND NEW JADE REDD song, "Finding My Way" will be featured in the soon to be

released film "Paradise Texas" starring Timothy Bottoms, Polly Bergen and Meredith Baxter. Big time

thanks to: WYOU - Virginia Beach (John was the first!!) KFAN - Fredericksburg, TX, Rick Starr is the

coolest!! WBCG - Punta Gorda, FL KOTO - Telluride, CO WVGN - St. Thomas (Thanks, Doug!) And of

course, Robert Camassa who has been spinning JADE REDD in CYPRUS!!! Here's to spreading the

JADE REDD fire! Please check out our new website, it is pretty cool!! jaderedd.com Madalena wants to

thank everyone who responded to her emails to vote for your favorite single. "Into the Night" and "A

Breath Away" are the top contenders so far, but would you believe EVERY track got tons of votes???

Feel free to email your vote. Madalena responds personally to emails and she's been kind of busy, but

she'll get to you! Thanks to CD Baby for putting JADE REDD on the map and helping us reach fans all

over the world. Couldn't have done it without you ... JADE REDD was discovered and produced by Jay

Ferguson of "Spirit", "Jo Jo Gunne" and "Thunder Island" fame. The music of JADE REDD, written by

pianist/songwriter James Briggs, features intricate piano lines intertwined with Jay Ferguson's world class

guitar work. Madalena's voice brings to life the beautiful, haunting songs that tell timeless stories through
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their provocative lyrics. Reminiscent of Enya and Evanescence, JADE REDD dances on the edge in a

realm between the "sensual" and the "sacred". "Rivers of Stone" also features outstanding flute

performances and improvisations by John Gibson, as well as a brilliant guest appearance by guitarist

Scott "Scojo" Johnson on the title track. "Ethereal, provocative and imaginative. I am always amazed and

in awe of songwriters/artists that can take words all of us use 100 times a day and turn them into stories

that can pull a heart and prod a conscience. Madalena's voice and JADE REDD's music are pure magic."

Reviewer: Beth Thomas, Cincinnati, OH Rivers Of Stone is an enchanting experience..... JADE REDD's

"Rivers Of Stone" is a "must have" CD to add to your sonic library. Each and every original selection is a

beautiful masterpiece of shimmering, intense, yet calming melodies surrounding Madalena's soaringly

expressive vocals. I'm also reminded of Loreena McKennitt and Madonna while listening to her , as well

as Enya and Evanescence. The thoughtful and precise composition, production and instrumentation of

James Briggs and Jay Ferguson continues to shine gently through all of the wonderful segments, just like

the late afternoon sun beams rainbows through an exquisite clear glass wind chime. The lush and colorful

photography of the jewel case artwork matches the tone and theme of JADE REDD perfectly. This is one

CD that is both a pleasure to listen to and also to dreamily gaze at. Pour a glass of your favorite

beverage, light some candles, lean back on plush satin pillows and relax....feel yourself softly drifting

away down the rivers of stone....and completely enjoying the JADE REDD journey....wherever it may take

you.... Reviewer: Leigh Crutchfield
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